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Abstract 
Let G be a 3-regular graph and let w be a weight function, w : E(G) --~ {1, 2}, for which the 
edges of weight 2 form a 1-factor of G. If w can be choosen such that there does not exist a 
circuit cover ~ for (G, w) in which each edge of G is contained in w(e) circuits of ~ then G 
is called a strong snark. 
Several methods are known for constructing snarks, and the reverse process has also been 
studied, see for example Cameron et al. (1987). We study the decomposition a d construction 
of strong snarks. 
1. Definitions 
All graphs considered in this paper will be finite and loopless. Let G be a graph and 
let c(G) denote the number of components of G. Let Fc(x)  denote the neighbourhood 
set of x E V(G). Let an even subgraph of G be a subgraph in G in which all vertices 
have even degree. 
A separating set is a set S C_ V(G) for which c(G-S)  > c(G). Let G be a graph for 
which c(G) = 1. Then G is h-connected if either G contains no separating sets of size 
t, 0 < t < h, or G ~- Kh+l. A (cyclic) h-edge cut of G is a set of h edges, D of G, 
for which c(G - D) > c(G) (G-D has more components containing circuits than G). 
A graph G is (cyclically) h-edge connected if e(G) = 1 and it has no (cyclic) t-edge 
cuts for 0 < t < h. If G has no (cyclic) edge cuts then the (cyclic) edge connectivity 
is undefined. A minimal edge cut is a cocircuit, and will be denoted by (X, Y), where 
V(X)U  V(Y)  = V(G) and the edges are of the form {xy E E(G) tx E X and y E Y}. 
We shall say that the cocircuit (X, Y) separates X and Y. 
A circuit C of G is said to cover a set of edges R if R C E(C). A circuit cover of 
G is a list of circuits of G such that every edge is covered by at least one circuit in 
the list. It follows that G has a circuit cover if and only if it has no single edge cuts, 
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A circuit cover which covers all edges precisely twice will be called a circuit double 
cover of G. 
Let w be a weight function, w : E(G) ---+ ~+. We say that w is a sum of circuits if 
there exists a set of  circuits ~f of G and a function a : cg ~ ~+ such that 
w(e)= ~ ~(C) (1) 
eECE~" 
for each e E E(G). Thus, w is a sum of circuits if and only if G has a circuit cover 
for which the number of  circuits which cover each edge e is w(e). We shall call such 
a circuit cover a faithful circuit cover for (G, w). When w and c~ take values in ~e, 
or ~,+, we say that w is an integer sum of circuits or a fractional sum of circuits, 
respectively. I f  w : E(G) ~ ~+ is even for each e E E(G) then we shall call w an 
even weight function. 
Let D C E(G) then the weight of D, w(D), is defined as w(D) = ~-~eED w(e). Let G 
be a graph and let w be a weight function, w:E(G)  --~ {1, 2}. I f  w(D) is even for all 
cocircuits D and w(e)<~w(D - e) for each e E D then we shall call w an admissible 
weighing for G. I f  G is 3-regular and the edges of weight two form a 1-factor of G, 
then w will be called a perfect (1,2)-weighing for G. Let G be a 2-edge connected 
3-regular graph and let w be a weight function for G, then G with weighing w will 
be denoted (G, w). 
Following Gardner [8], we define a snark to be a non-3-edge colourable 2-edge 
connected 3-regular graph. 
Let G be a graph with a weight function w for which 6(G) = 2. Let the nodes of  
G be defined as N(G) = {v E V(G)ldG(v)>>,3}. A branch Bi of G is a path in G 
for which u E N(G) N V(Bi) if and only if u is a terminal vertex of Bg. Let ~ be the 
set of all branches of  G. Given v E V(G) such that da(v) = 2, let a(v) denote the 
edge obtained by suppressing v in G. Suppose that for all v E V(G) -N(G) ,  the two 
edges incident to v have identical weight w(v), then let a(G, w) be the graph obtained 
by suppressing each vertex v E V(G) -N(G)  and setting w(a(v)) = w(v). If  G is 
an unweighted graph then a(G) is the graph obtained by suppressing all vertices of 
degree 2 in G. I f  H = a(G) then define a - l (H)  = G and in particular if a(Bi) = e 
for Bi E ~(G)  then a-l(e) = Bi. I f  N(G) = !3 then a(G, w) is not defined. Further, 
theory can be found in Yutte [23, Ch. 12]. 
Let G be a graph and H a connected subgraph of G, then the graph obtained by 
contracting H to a single vertex h and removing any loops that result from the contra- 
ction will be denoted G/H. The weighted graph (G/H, wH) obtained from the weighted 
graph (G, w) has weight function wH defined by wH(e) = w(e) for all e E E(G/H). 
2. Introduction 
In an important paper, [18], on the algebra of  circuits, Seymour proved a slight 
generalisation of the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1. Let G be a graph and let w : E(G)  ---+ ~Q+ be a weight function for G. 
Then w is a fractional sum o f  circuits i f  and only if Jor each cocircuit D and e E D, 
w(e)<, w(D - e). 
In the same paper Seymour also stated the following theorem on integer sums of 
circuits. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a graph and let w : E(G)  ---+ ~.  Then w is an integer sum oJ 
circuits i f  and only i f  the following conditions hold: 
(a) if {e} is' a cocircuit then w(e) = 0; 
(b) if {el, e2} is a cocircuit then w(el)  = w(e2); 
(c) .[or all cocircuits D, w(D) is even. 
The case where w is a sum of circuits is more difficult. In [18], Seymour used the 
four colour theorem [3] to prove the following theorem about planar graphs. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a planar graph and let w : E(G) ~ ~+. Then w is" a sum of  
circuits i f  and only i f  the following two conditions hold: 
(a) for  each cocircuit D, w(D) is even; 
(b) for each cocircuit D and edge e E D, w(e)<.w(D - e). 
The necessity of the conditions follow from the fact that D is a cocircuit only if 
D has even intersection with every circuit in G. For nonplanar graphs conditions (a) 
and (b) remain necessary but are no longer sufficient for the existence of a faithful 
circuit cover. This is illustrated in Theorem 11 which states that the Petersen graph 
does not have a faithful circuit cover for any perfect (1, 2)-weighing. In [18], 
Seymour made the following conjecture about sufficient conditions for w to be a sum 
of circuits. 
Conjecture 1. Let G be a graph. If w is an even weight function and for each cocircuit 
D and edge e E D, w(D - e ) )w(e) ,  then w is a sum of circuits. 
The following theorem, due to Fan [7], is based on work due to Bermond et al. [4] 
and Seymour [19]. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a 2-edge connected graph and k E Z ~+, k >~ 2. Then G has a 
circuit cover which covers each edge exactly 2k times. 
The case when k = 1 in Theorem 4 is the infamous circuit double cover conjecture 
(CDCC). 
Conjecture 2. Let G be a 2-edge connected graph, then there exists a circuit double 
cover for G. 
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This conjecture seems to have been originally made for 2-edge connected 3-regular 
graphs by Szekeres [21] and later, independently, for all 2-edge connected graphs by 
Seymour [18]. Conjecture 2 is also a consequence of another conjecture, the strong em- 
bedding conjecture, which has been studied by Haggard [10], and Little and Ringeisen 
[17]. (A graph G has a strong embedding in a surface S if G can be drawn so that 
each face of G is homeomorphic to a closed disc.) 
Conjecture 3. Every 2-connected graph has a strong embedding. 
In [14], Jaeger gives a survey of the CDCC which also includes the strong embedding 
conj ecture. 
The CDCC has been proved for certain classes of graph. In [14], Jaeger shows that 
it is sufficient o prove the CDCC for the class of 3-regular graphs. The following 
lemma is well known. 
Lemma 5. Let G be a 2-edge connected 3-edge colourable 3-regular graph. Then 
there exists a CDC of G that contains only even circuits. 
(The converse is not true as a counterexample can be found in Seymour [20].) 
It follows that to prove the CDCC it is sufficient o prove that all snarks have a 
CDC. The following result, proved without the use of the four colour theorem, is due 
to Alspach and Zhang [1]. 
Theorem 6. Every 2-connected 3-regular graph that does not contain a subgraph 
homeomorphic to the Petersen graph has a CDC. 
It has been conjectured by Celmins [6] that the CDCC is true if we also require that 
the CDC contains just five even subgraphs. The following theorem is due to Huck and 
Kochol [12]. 
Theorem 7. Every 2-connected 3-regular graph that has a 2-factor containing at most 
two odd circuits has a CDC with at most five even subgraphs. 
An alternative approach is to look for a 2-edge connected 3-regular graph G* which 
is a counterexample to the CDCC. By Theorem 6 such a graph contains a subgraph 
homeomorphic to the Petersen graph and by Theorem 7 any 2-factor of G* must 
contain at least three odd circuits. Furthermore, Goddyn [9] has shown that G* must 
have girth at least seven. 
In [ 1 ], Alspach and Zhang prove Theorem 6 as a corollary to the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. Let G be a 2-edge connected 3-regular graph. Let w be an admissible 
weighing for G. I f  G has no subgraph homeomorphic to the Petersen graph then 
(G, w) has a faithful circuit cover. 
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Alspach et al. [2] have proved the following generalisation: 
Theorem 9. Let G be a 2-edge connected 9raph. Let w be an admissible weighing 
for G. I f  G has no subgraph homeomorphic to the Petersen graph then (G, w) has 
a faithful circuit cover. 
As part of the proof to Theorem 8, Alspach and Zhang prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 10. Let G be a 2-edge connected 3-regular graph. I f  G has a proper 3-edge 
colouring then G has a faithful circuit cover for any admissible weighing w. 
A theorem due to Tait [22] states that the four colour theorem is equivalent to the 
statement that a 2-connected 3-regular planar graph is 3-edge colourable. Thus, by 
Lemma 10, if w is a perfect (1, 2)-weighing of a 2-connected 3-regular planar graph 
G, there exists a faithful circuit cover of (G, w). 
If a 3-regular graph G has a faithful circuit cover Y for some perfect (1, 2)-weighing 
w of G, then we can obtain a CDC for G by adding the set of circuits generated by 
all edges of weight one to ~.  However, if a graph G has a CDC then it is not always 
true that G has a faithful circuit cover for all perfect (1, 2)-weighings. An example 
of a graph for which this is true is the Petersen graph. The following theorem is well 
known. 
Theorem 11. The Petersen graph, Pl0, does not have a faithful circuit cover for any 
perfect (1, 2)-weighing w. 
Let G be a 2-edge connected 3-regular graph. If G does not have a faithful circuit 
cover for some perfect (1, 2)-weighing w then we shall call G a strong snark. To 
simplify terminology we shall refer to the pair (G, w) as a strong snark where w is a 
perfect (1, 2)-weighing of G for which there does not exist a faithful circuit cover. By 
Lemma 10, all strong snarks are snarks. However, the converse is not true, for example 
the smallest flower snark J5 has a faithful circuit cover for all perfect (1, 2)-weigthings. 
There also exist snarks such as the Blanu]a snark which have a faithful circuit cover 
for certain perfect (1, 2)-weighings, but not for all. In a survey paper, Jackson [14] 
made the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 4. The Petersen graph is the only cyclically 5-edge connected strong snark. 
We shall prove various construction and reduction results for strong snarks, analogous 
to those obtained by Cameron et al. [5] for snarks. 
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3. Classification of strong snarks 
3.1. Weight 2 and 4 sums 
3.1.1. Definitions 
Let G, G1 and G2 be 2-edge connected 3-regular graphs with perfect (1, 2)-weighings 
w, wl and w2. We shall say that (G, w) is a (2,2)- or a (4,2)-sum of (Gl ,wl )  and 
(G2, w2) if (G, w) can be obtained from the disjoint union of  (G1, Wl ) and (G2, w2) in 
the following way. Delete two edges e~" = UlVl C E(G1) and e~ = u2v2 E E(G2) with 
wl(e~') = w2(e~) = 1 for the (2,2)-sum and wl(e~) = w2(e~) = 2 for the (4,2)-sum. 
Add two new edges el = UlU2 and e2 = vlv2 and put w(el)  = wl(e~) = w(e2). 
We shall say that (G, w) is a (4,3)-sum of (Gl,wa) and (G2, w2) if (G, w) can be 
obtained from the disjoint union of  (G1, wl ) and (G2, w2) in the following way. Delete 
zi E V(Gi), and incident edges rizi, sizi and tizi E E(Gi), for i = 1, 2. Let the incident 
edges be labelled such that wl(r lz l )  = w2(r2z2) = 2, Wl(SlZl) = w2(s2z2) = 1 and 
Wl(tlzl) = w2(t2z2) = 1. Add three new edges el = rlr2, e~ = sis2, e3 = tit2 and put 
w(rlr2) = 2, w(s ls2)= 1, and w(ht2)= 1. 
The following operation was invented for snarks by Isaacs [13]. We shall say that 
(G, w) is the dot product of (Gl,Wl) and (G2,w2) if (G, w) can be obtained from the 
disjoint union of (G l ,w l )  and (G2, w2) as follows (see Fig. 1): 
(a) remove two nonadjacent edges ulvl, sit1 E E(G1) such that wl(ulv l )  = wl 
(sit1) = 1; 
(b) remove two adjacent vertices x and y from G2 such that w2(xy)= 2, 
F(x) = {u2, v2} and Y(y)= {s2,t2}; 
(c) add edges el = ulu2, e2 = vlv2, e3 = sis2 and e4 = tit2 and put w(el)  = w(e2) = 
w(e3) = w(e4) = 1. 
Let G1 and G2 be two graphs which satisfy the following conditions. There exists 
zi E V(Gi) for which dGi(zi) = 4, for all v E V(G i ) - z i ,  do,(v) = 3 and Gi -z i  contains 
a perfect matching Mi, for i = 1, 2. Let wi be a weight function wi : E(G)  --+ {1, 2} 
such that wi(e) = 2 if and only if e E Mi, for i = 1, 2. We shall say that (G, w) is the 
(4, 4)-sum of (Gl, wl ) and (G2, w2) if (G, w) can be obtained from the disjoint union 
of  (Gl ,Wl)  and (G2,w2) in the following manner. Delete zi and the incident edges 
(G,,w,) (a~,w~) (C,w) 
Fig. 1. The dot product. 
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?'izi,sizi, tizi, uizi E E(Gi), for i = 1, 2. Add edges el = rlr2, e2 = sis2, e3 = tit2 and 
e4 = ulu2 with w(el) = w(e2) = w(e3) = w(e4) = 1. 
The following is a well-known result. 
Lemma 12. Let G be a 2-edge connected graph and let w be a sum of circuits .fbr 
G. Let H be a subgraph of G. Then WH is a sum of circuits in G/H. 
ProoL Let J = {CI . . . . .  G}  be a faithful circuit cover for (G, w). Then for each 
circuit Ci E ~,v the subgraph C[ obtained under contraction is Eulerian. Thus, by Euler's 
theorem each subgraph C{, for i--= 1 . . . . .  r, can be decomposed into 
edge disjoint circuits. The resulting list of circuits is a faithful circuit cover for 
(G/H, WH). 
Thus, the property of  having a faithful circuit cover is preserved under contraction. 
Since we are dealing with graphs which have been given a perfect (1, 2)-weighings 
our results are in terms of the cardinality and weight of a cut. 
Lemma 13. Let G be a 2-edge connected 3-regular graph with a per[Oct (1, 2)- 
weighing w. Suppose that (G, w) has a 2-edge cut (U1, U2) = {el,e2}. Let (Gi, wi) 
(a(G/Ui),wc,~) for i = 1, 2. Then (G, w) is a strong snark !f and only if (G, w) is 
a (2,2)- or (4,2)-sum of (G l ,Wl )  and (G2,w2) and either (Gl,wl) or (G2,w2) is a 
strong snark. 
Proof. Suppose, that (G, w) is a strong snark, but that both (Gj,Wl) and (G2,w2) have 
faithful circuit covers ,~-1, ~2,  respectively. Suppose w(el) = w(e2) = l and let el 
and e~ be as for the definition of the (2,2)-sum, Let el ~ E(C~) and e~ E E(C2) where 
Cl c ,Yl and C2 E ~2.  Then Ci - - (G  -e~l )U (C2 -e~)U {el,e2} is a circuit in G 
and ( ,~t  - C1 ) U (,~-2 - C2) ~5 {Cl} is a faithful circuit cover for (G, w). 
Suppose that w(el) = w(e2) = 2 and let el and e~ be as for the definition of the 
(4,2)-sum. Let e~l E E(C1)NE(D1), C1, D1 E ;~1 and e~ E E(C2)NE(D2), C2, D2 C 
,72. Then C'I ~- (C, -er l)U(C2-et2)U{el,e2} and Ck = (D1 e~l)U(D2--er)U{el,e2} 
are two circuits in G and ~ = (g;l  - {Cj ,DI}) U (,~2 - {C2,D2}) U {C/,Ck} is a 
faithful circuit cover for (G, w). In both cases we contradict he fact that (G, w) is a 
strong snark. Thus, one of (Gl ,wl)  and (G2,w2) is a strong snark. 
Conversely, suppose that one of (Gl,wl) and (G2,w2) is a strong snark, but that 
(G, w) is not a strong snark. Then there exists a faithful circuit cover ,~- of (G, w). 
By Lemma 12, wu, is a sum of circuits for (G/Ui, wu,), i -~ 1, 2. Let Ui contract o ui, 
then dc>..c.,(ui) = 2 for i = 1, 2. Thus, (a(G/U~),wu,) has a faithful circuit cover ~ i .  
This contradicts the fact that one of (Gi,wl) and (G2,w2) is a strong snark and thus 
we must assume that (G, w) is a strong snark. F 
Lemma 14. Let G be a 2-edge connected 3-regular graph with a perfect (1, 2)- 
weighing w. Suppose that (G, w) has a 3-edge cut (U1,U2) = {rlr2,sls2,tltx} such 
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that w((U1,U2))=4. Let (Gi, wi)=(G/Ui, wui) for i= 1, 2. Then (G, w) is a strong 
snark if and only if (G, w) is the (4,3)-sum of (Gl,w~) and (Gz, w2) and either 
(Gl,Wl) or (G2,w2) is a strong snark. 
ProoL Suppose, by way of contradiction, that (G, w) is a strong snark, but that both 
(Gl,wl) and (G2,w2) have faithful circuit covers o~1 and ~2,  respectively. Let zi E 
V(Gi) and let the edges incident to zi be rizi, sizi, tizi E E(Gi)  for i = 1, 2. Let the 
edges be labelled such that wi(rizi) = 2 and Wi(SiZi) ~ wi(tizi) = 1 for i = 1, 2. Then 
there exist exactly two circuits Ci, Di E ~ i  such that zi E V(Ci)n V(Di). Each circuit 
covers riz i and one each of siz i and tizi. Without loss of generality, let sizi C E(Ci) and 
tizi E E(Di). Then C = (C1-z l  )U(C2-z2)U{rlr2,sls2} and D = (D1-z l  )t.A(D2-z2)t..J 
{rlr2, fit2} are two circuits in G and f f  = (~-1 -  {C1,DI})U(o~2- {C2,D2})U{C,D} 
is a faithful circuit cover of (G, w). This contradicts the fact that (G, w) is a strong 
snark, thus one of (Gl,Wl) and (G2,w2) must be a strong snark. 
Conversely, suppose that one of (Gl,wl) and (G2,w2) is a strong snark, but that 
(G, w) has a faithful circuit cover ~-. By Lemma 12, wv, is a sum of circuits for 
the graphs (G/Ui, wu, ) for i = 1, 2. This contradicts the fact that one of (G1, Wl ) and 
(G2, w2) is a strong snark, and thus we must assume that (G, w) is a strong snark. [] 
Parts of the proof of the following theorem are based on the proof of a lemma by 
Jackson and Jaeger [15, Lemma 7] and of a theorem by Zhang [24, Theorem 1]; for 
the sake of clarity we will not use the lemma or the theorem. 
Note that given a graph G and an abelian group A, there exists a natural correspon- 
dence between A-flows ~b on G and A-flows q~' on or(G). 
Given an A-flow q5 for G define the support of q~ to be s(40 = {e E E(G)[ 
~(e) ¢ O}. 
Theorem 15. Let G be a 2-edge connected 3-regular graph with a perfect (1, 2)- 
weighing w. Suppose that G has a 4-edge cut B = (U1,U2) = {ebe2,e3,e4} such 
that w(B) = 4. Then (G, w) is a strong snark if and only if there exist (Gl,wl) and 
(G2,w2) such that either: 
(a) (G, w) is the (4,4)-sum of (Gl,Wl) and (G2,w2) and one of (Gl,wl) and 
(G2,w2) does not have a faithful circuit cover; 
(b) (G, w) is the dot product of two strong snarks (Gl,Wl) and (G2, w2). 
Proof. We first show that if (G, w) is a strong snark then either (a) or (b) is true. 
Let (G1, Wl ) = (G/U1, wu~ ), and (G2, w2) = (G/U2, wu2 ). Let zi be the unique vertex 
of degree 4, in Gi for i = 1, 2 and let the edges incident to zi be UiZi, ViZi,Sizi, tiz i. 
Suppose that (a) is not true and hence that both (Gl,Wl) and (G2,w2) have faithful 
circuit covers, ff~ and Y2, respectively. We prove that this implies that (b) is true. 
Let Ci, Dr C ~ i  such that Z i E V(Ci)(-] V(Di). Thus, in Gi - z i  there exist two paths 
Pi and Qi between the vertices ui, vi, si and ti, such that Pi = Ci -z i ,  and Qi -= Oi - z i ,  
for i = 1, 2. We can assume, without loss of generality, that ui is a terminal vertex of 
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Pi. Then there can exist the following pairs of paths in Gi - zi. 
• Pi is a uivi-path and Qi is a siti-path. 
• Pi is a uisi-path and Qi is a viii-path. 
• Pi is a uiti-path and Qi is a visi-path. 
We shall say that the paths in GI - z l  match those in G2 -z2  if the terminal vertices 
of  Pl and Q1 are matched in G by B to the terminal vertices of P2 and Q2. 
Case 1: The paths in G1 -Z l  can be labelled so as to match those in G2 -z2 .  Let 
C3 and C4 be two circuits formed from the edges of B and PI O P2 and Q1 0 Q2, 
respectively. Then ~ = (.~-I - {C1,D1}) U (~2 -- {C2,D2}) U {C3, C4} is a faithful 
circuit cover of  (G, w) contradicting the fact that (G, w) is a strong snark. 
Case 2: All the paths P1,P2,QI and Q2 are mutually disjoint. Let C = P1 uP2uQI to 
Q2 u E(B) be a circuit in G. Then ~ = (;~-1 - {C1,DI })to (~2 - {C2 ,D2}) to  {C} is 
a faithful circuit cover of (G, w), contradicting the fact that (G, w) is a strong snark. 
Case 3: The paths Pl and Q1 intersect, but the paths P2 and Q2 do not. 
Let H := Cl toD1, then dH(v) E {2,3} for each v ~ V(H) - z l  and d:t(zl) = 4. 
Let wH be a weight function for H, wH : E{G) --~ {1, 2} for which wH(e) = 1 if 
and only if e C E(CI)AE(D1) and wH(e) = 2 if and only if e C E(CI) A E(DI ). Let 
Ei = {e E E(H)]wH(e) = i} for i = 1, 2. We first obtain a nowhere-zero ~2-flow 
q~ = (~bl,~b2) on E(H) by assigning a ~2-flow q~l to E(H) such that s(~bl) = E(CI) 
and assigning a ~2-f low ~b2 to E(H) such that s(q~2) = E(DI). Let the edges incident 
to zl be labelled such that el = zlul, e2 = Z1L~I, e3 = 2"1S1 and e4 - -~  zttl. By the 
conservation of flow if dH(v) = 2 then both edges incident to v have the same flow 
value and if dH(v) = 3 then each flow value (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1), occurs on 
one of the edges incident to v. Since zi is the unique vertex of degree 4 in G and 
dH(v) = {2,3} for all v E V(H) -  {zl} the edges with flow (1,0) and (0, 1) induce 
an even subgraph X in H. Thus, there exists a circuit C' in X such that zl E V(C'). 
Let 0 = (01,02) be the ~e2-flow for a(H)  obtained as follows. 
• Put 0 (e )= (0, 1) if e E E(C') and qb(e)= (1,0). 
• Put 0(e) = (1,0) if e E E(C') and ~b(e) = (0, 1). 
• Put 0(e) = ~b(e) if e E E(H) - E(C'). 
Thus, 0 changes the value of  ~b on two edges incident o zl such that either all edges 
incident to zl have the same flow value or there exist two edges with flow (1, 0) and 
two edges with flow (0,1). Note that for e C E(H), q~(e) = (1, 1) if and only if 
0(e) = (l, l) if and only if e E E2. If the edges incident to Zl take more than one flow 
value then, without loss of generality, let (1,0) = 0(el) = 0(e2) :/= 0(e3) = 0(e4) = 
(0, 1). Let ~.,' = {s(O1)AE1, s(O2)AE1 }. Then cg is a faithful circuit cover of (H, wH) 
and includes two circuits C I and D' 1 such that z ~ V(CI) N V(D' 1 ) and C~ and D' 1 each 
use a different pair of  edges of {el,e2, e3,e4} from those used by C1 and Di. Define 
,~tl = (,~'1 -- {CI,DI }) tO g'. 
If the edges incident to z~ take just one flow value then, without loss of generality, 
let 0(el) = 0(e2) = 0(e3) = 0(e4) = (0 ,1 ) .  Let cg = {s(OI)AEI,s(O2)AE1}. Then :~ 
is a faithful circuit cover of  (H, wH) and includes two circuits C' l and D' 1 such that 
V(C~) A V(D'~ ) = {z} and E(C~) N E(D'~ ) = 13. Define ~'1 = ('~-1 - {C,, D, }) O ~'. 
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Thus, in either case we obtain a faithful circuit cover Y~I of (G1, W1 ) and two paths 
P~l and Q~ between the vertices of Ul, Vl, Sl and tl in G1 - zl such that Ptl := C~ - Zl 
and Q~I := D~ -z~ and one of the following is true. 
(a) The two paths PI and Q'a are disjoint in G1 -Z l  and have the same terminal 
vertices as P1 and Q1. 
(b) The two paths P~I and Q~ do not have the same end vertices as Pa and Q1 and 
are not necessarily disjoint. 
I f  the two paths P~l and Q~ are disjoint then we can obtain a faithful circuit cover 
for (G, w) as for Case 2. If  U 1 and Q~l match P2 and Q2 then we obtain a faithful 
circuit cover for (G, w) as for Case 1. So we must assume that P'I and Q~ do not 
match P2 and Q2 and that they are not disjoint. 
We now add two independent edges ei and ej between ul ,v l ,s l  and tl in G1 -z l  to 
form the 3-regular graph G~I. Let ei and ej be added in such a way that the end vertices 
of ei and ej match the terminal vertices of/°2 and Q2, respectively, in G2-z2. Suppose 
that G~I has a faithful circuit cover ~.  If ei and ej belong to the same circuit Co ~ ~ 
then Co - {ei, ej} consists of two disjoint paths P, Q in GI - {zl} with terminal 
vertices Ul, Vl, sl and tl. Then we can obtain a faithful circuit cover for (G, w) as for 
Case 2. Suppose that e i and ej belong to different circuits, let C1, D1 C ~ i  such that 
ei E E(Cl  ) and ej c E(DI ). Then there exist paths P = C~ - {ei} and Q = D1 - {ej} in 
GI1 - {ei, ej} which match P2 and Q2. Hence, by Case 1, there exists a faithful circuit 
cover of (G, w). This contradicts the fact that (G, w) is a strong snark, thus G~I is a 
strong snark. 
Now, consider (G2, w2). There cannot exist a faithful circuit cover for (G2, w2) which 
gives rise to two paths in G2 -z2 which match either P1, QI or P~, Q~, since otherwise 
there would exist a faithful circuit cover for (G, w), as for Case 1. We obtain a strong 
snark from (G2,w2) by removing z2 and adding two edges f l  and f2 of weight 1 such 
that the end vertices of f~ and f2 are the same as the terminal vertices of P2 and 
Q2, respectively. We now subdivide these two edges and add an edge e* of weight 2 
between the two subdivision vertices. The resulting graph G r is a strong snark since 
if there existed a faithful circuit cover of (G~,w ~) then the circuits covering the edge 
e* would form paths in G2 - -  z2 which match either PI, Q1 or P~l, Qtl- We have now 
obtained two strong sharks whose dot product is (G, w). Thus, (G, w) satisfies (b). 
Case 4: Both P1 N QI ¢ (3 and P2 N Q2 ~ 0 and the paths P1, Q1 and P2, Q2 do 
not match. We proceed by applying the arguments of Case 3 to G2 to obtain two new 
paths P~ and Q~ in G2 - z2. If  P~ A Q~ = 0 then we proceed as for Case 3, so we 
may assume that P~ A Q~ ¢ ~. If  P~ and Q~ match with P1 and Q~ then we can obtain 
a faithful circuit cover in (G, w) as for Case 1. Thus, we must assume that P~ and 
Q~ do not match with Pl and QI. We now apply the arguments of Case 3 to G1 to 
obtain two new paths P~ and Q~ in G~ - z,. I f  P~ A Q'I = ~3 then we proceed as for 
Case 3 with the roles of (G1, Wl ) and (G2, w2) reversed. If Ptl and Qtl match with P~ 
and Q~ then we can obtain a faithful circuit cover in (G, w) as for Case 1. Thus, we 
must assume that they do not match. But, now P~ and Q~ must match with P2 and Q2 
since we only have three different forms of intersecting path in each of G1 - Zl and 
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G2 -z2 .  This contradicts the fact that (G, w) is a strong snark. Thus, we must assume 
that (a) is in fact true. Hence, we have shown that if (a) is not true then (b) is true, 
thus showing the necessity of (a) and (b). 
We now show the sufficiency of (a) and (b) by showing that if (G, w) is not a 
strong snark then neither (a) nor (b) is true. If (G, w) has a faithful circuit cover and 
(G, w) is the (4,4)-sum of (Gl,Wl) and (G2,w2) then by Lemma 12, (Gi,wl) and 
(G2, w2) both have faithful circuit covers. Thus, (a) is not true. 
Thus, suppose that (G, w) is the dot product of (Gl,W~) and (G2,w2). We show 
that if (G, w) has a faithful circuit cover .N then one of (Gl,wl) and (G2, w2) has 
a faithful circuit cover. We can partition ~N into ~l, cg2 and ~3, where ~ := 
{C E ,~ lC  C U 2}, ~2 := {C C ,~[C  C U1 } and ~g := J {g~1,(~2}. Let (G, w), 
(G~, wt ) and (G2, w2) be as for the definition of the dot product. Consider the following 
cases for the paths in G - B which are the segments of the circuit(s) which cover B 
in .N. 
Case 1: There exists a UlVl-path Pl, and an sltl-path P2 in (Gl,wl). Then (Gt, wl ) 
has a faithful circuit cover Y l  = c41 U (PI U UlVl ) U (P2 U sltl ). 
Case 2: There exists a u~sl-path Pi, and a vltl-path P2 in (Gl,wl). Then there can 
exist the following pairs of paths in (G2,w2). 
(a) There exists a u2v2-path Q1, and a s2t2-path Q2 in (G2, w2). Then there is just 
one circuit in .~ which covers the edges of B. The paths PI,P2, QI and Q2 are all 
disjoint and (Gl,wl) has a faithful circuit cover -NI = gl  U (Pt U UlVl )U (P2 u sltl ). 
(b) There exists a uzs2-path Q1, and a Vztz-path Q2. Let RI be a U2sz-path and 
R2 is a v2t2-path in G2 - UI. Then (G2,w2) has a faithful circuit cover -~2 = (42 U 
(QL U RI) U (Q: U R2). 
(c) There exists a u2t2-path Q1, and a vzs2-path Q:. Let R3 be a u2tz-path and R4 
be a v~sz-path in G: - U1. Then (G2,w:) has a faithful circuit cover ~v, %2 U 
(Q, u R3) u (Q: u R4). 
Case 3: There exists a Uttl-path Pl, and a vlsl-path P2. This case follows as in 
Case 2. Thus, neither (a) nor (b) is true. Hence, if one of (a) and (b) is true then 
(G, w) is a strong snark. [] 
Note that if (a) is true then it is easy to obtain two 3-regular graphs G~ and G? with 
perfect (1, 2)-weighings w~ and w~, respectively such that (G, w) is the dot product 
* ,* * * of (G I ,u I ) and (G2,w 2 ). At least one of the graphs will be a strong snark, since one 
of (Gj, wl) and (Gz,wz) does not have a faithful circuit cover. 
3.2. Weight 6 sums 
3.2.1. D<Jinitions 
Let G, Gi and G2 be 2-edge connected 3-regular graphs with perfect (1, 2)-weighings 
w, wl and w2. We shall say that (G, w) is a (6,3)-sum of (Gj,Wl) and (G2, w2) if 
(G, w) can be obtained from the disjoint union of (G1, wl ) and (G2, w2) in the following 
way. Let Ci and C2 be two 3-circuits Ci C Gi, and let B~ := {Ci, G i -  Cil, such that 
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wi(B i )  = 6, i = 1, 2. Label the end vertices of the edges in B i which are not in 
Ci, ri, si, ti for i = 1, 2. We now remove C1 and C2, add the edges el = (rlr2), e2 = 
(SlS2), e3 = (qt2) and set weights w(el ) = w(ez) --- w(e3) = 2. 
We say that (G, w) is the (6,4)-sum of (Gl,wl) and (G2,w2) if (G, w) can be 
obtained from the disjoint union of (Gl,wl) and (Gz, w2) as follows. Let CI and C2 be 
two 4-circuits, G C_ Gi, and let Bi := ((Ci, Gi - Ci)) be such that w(Bi) = 6, i = 1, 2. 
Let the cyclic ordering of the vertices of C1 and C2 be V(C1 ) = (xl, x2, x3, x4, xl ) 
and V(Cz) = (Yl, Y3, Y4, Y2, Yl) such that the edges of Dl incident to the vertices xl 
and x2 have weight 2 and the edges of B2 incident to the vertices of Yl and y2 have 
weight 2. We form a new graph (G', w') by identifying V(C1 ) and V(C2) such that xi 
is identified with yi for 1 ~<i~<4; we thus form a subgraph H ~ K4 in such a way that 
the edges of (H, G-H)  incident to each vertex v E V(H) both have the same weight. 
Let w'(e) = wi(e) for each e E E(G) and i = 1,2. Put (G, w) := ~r(G - E(H), w') 
we thus obtain a graph with a weight 6, 4-edge cut, B. Let B = (U1, U2), where Ui 
maps to Gi - Ci for i = 1, 2. The following operation was first suggested for snarks 
by Issacs [13] who used it to obtain the double star snark from two flower snarks, 
see Holton and Sheehan [11]. We say that (G, w) is the (6,5)-sum of (Gl,wl) and 
(G2,w2) if (G, w) can be obtained from the disjoint union of (Gl,Wl) and (G2, w2) as 
follows. Let C1 and C2 be two 5-circuits Ci C_ Gi and let Bi := (Ci, Gi - Ci) such that 
w(Bi) = 6, i = 1,2. Let the cyclic ordering of the vertices of C1 and C2 be V(G)= 
(xl,x2,xs,x4,xs,xl) and V(C2) = (yl, Y3, Ys, Y2, Y4, yl ) such that the edge of weight 2 
in B1 is incident to x5 and the edge of weight 2 in B 2 is incident to Ys. We form a new 
graph (G~,w ~) by identifying V(Cl) and V(C2) such that xi is identified with yi for 
1 ~< i ~< 5; we thus form a subgraph H ~ K5 such that the edges of (H, G-H)  incident to 
each vertex v E V(H) both have the same weight. Let w~(e) = wi(e) for each e E E(G) 
and i = 1,2. Put (G, w) := a(G-E(H) ,wr ) .  Then (G, w) contains a weight 6, 5-edge 
cut, B = {el,ez, e3,e4, e5}, where el = ulvl, e2 ~- U2/)2, e3 ----- U3V3, e4 = U4/)4 and 
e5 = usvs. The operation is illustrated in Fig. 2; the thick edges represent edges of 
weight 2. 
Theorem 16. Let G be a 2-edge connected 3-regular graph with a perfect (1,2)- 
weighting w. Suppose that (G,w) & the (6,3)-sum of (GI ,Wl)  and (G2, w2). Then 
(G,w) is a strong snark if and only if (Gl,wl) or (G2,wz) is a strong snark. 
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that (G, w) is a strong snark, but that (Gl,wl) 
and (G2,w2) both have faithful circuit covers Y l  and ~2,  respectively. Then there are 
precisely three circuits in g i  that cover the cocircuit, Bi, in (Gi,  wi) .  Let these circuits 
be Li, Mi, Ni, i=  1, 2. Let V(C1)= {xi,x2, x3} and V(C2)= {yl, Y2, Y3}. Choose 
LI such that XlX2 E E(L1) and L2 such that yly2 E E(L2). Then L = (Ll -- {xl, x2})U 
(L2 - {Yl, Y2})(-J {el, e2} is a circuit in G. Choose M1 such that xlx3 C E(M1) and 
M2 such that Yly3 E E(M2). Then M = (Ml -- {xl, x3}) LJ (M2 - {Yl, Y3}) LJ {el, e3} 
is a circuit in G. Choose N1 such that x2x3 E E(Nl)  and N2 such that y2Y3 E E(N2). 
Then N = (N1 -- {x2, x3}) LJ (N2 - {Y2, Y3}) U {e2, e3} is a circuit in G. Then W := 
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U2 ~32 
U 4 1)4 
(Gl,wl) 
u2 0---  
U5 
G~ - C1 H G~ C~ 
Fig. 2. The (6,5)-sum. 
(G~,w2) 
(~ l  - {L l, MI, N1 }) U (~2 - {L2, M2, N2 }) U L O M O N is a faithful circuit cover for 
(G, w), which contradicts the fact that (G, w) is a strong snark. Thus, one of (G1, wl ) 
and (G2, w2) is a strong snark. 
Conversely, if  (G, w) has a faithful circuit cover then there are exactly three circuits 
DI, D2, D3 that cover B. These map in an obvious way to three circuits Dr,z, D2.~, 
D3.i in (Gi, wi), i = 1, 2 that cover Ci and Bi. Thus, both (Gl,wl) and (G2,w2) have 
faithful circuit covers. [] 
Theorem 17. Let (Gi, wl) and (G2, W2) be two strong snarks each of which has a 
4-circuit C1 and C2, respectively such that w((Gi - Ci, Ci)) = 6 for i = 1, 2. Let 
(G, w) be the (6, 4)-sum of(G1, wl) and (G2, w2). Then (G, w) is a strong snark. 
Proof. Let the notation be as for the definition of  a (6,4)-sum. Let B ={e l ,  e2, e3, e4} = 
(Ui, U2), where w(el)  = w(e2) = 2, w(e3) = w(e4) ~ 1 and let el = UlU2, e2 z l;iv2, 
e3 = sis2 and e4 = tit2. Let U/ correspond to the subgraph Gi - Ci for i = 1, 2. 
By way of  contradiction assume that (G, w) has a faithful circuit cover .~-, but that 
both (Gi,w~) and (G2, w2) are strong snarks. Let .~ be the list of all circuits in ,~ 
which intersect B. Then [cg[ = 2 or 3. In both cases there exist three paths in U, for 
i = 1, 2, which are the segments in Ui of the circuits in ~. 
There can exist the following triples of paths in Ul; we list the corresponding circuit 
cover of either (Gi,wl)  or (G2, w2) in each case. Let ~i := {C E ,S IC  C Ui}. 
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Case 1: There exists a UlVl-path PI, a ulvl-path P2 and an slh-path P3 in U1. 
Then (Gl,wl) has a faithful circuit cover O~l :=c(1 U{L1, L2, L3}, where L1 = 
UlXlX4X3X2VlPlUl, L2 = UlP2VlX2XlUl and L3 = SlX3X4tlP3Sl. 
Case 2: There exists a ulva-path P~, a UlSl-path, P2 and a vlq-path P3 in U1. Then 
(GI, w~ ) has a faithful circuit cover ~1 := cgl U {LI,L2,L3}, where L1 = UlPlVlX2XlUl, 
L2 -~ UlP2SlX3X4XlUl and L 3 =- VlP3tlx4x3x2vl. 
Case 3: There exists a UlVl-path P1, a ulq-path P2 and a VlSl-path P3 in U1. Then 
there can exist the following triples of  paths in U2. 
(a) There exists a U2vz-path Q1, a uzv2-path Q2 and a szt2-path Q3. Then there exists 
faithful circuit cover ~2 :=  6~'2 [--I {L1,L2,L3} of (G2,w2), where L1 = u2ylyzv2QlU2, 
L2 = uzyly3y4yzv2Qzu2 and L3 = s2Q3t2y4y3s2. 
(b) There exists a uzvz-path Ql, a u2sz-path Q2 and a vzt2-path Q3. Then there 
are just two circuits which cover D and the paths P2 and P3 are vertex disjoint. Then 
(Gl,wl) has a faithful circuit cover ~-1 := ~l U{L1,L2}, where L1 = UlPlVlX2X3X4XlUl, 
L 2 = VlP2SIX3X4tlP3UlXlXzV 1. 
(c) There exists a u2v2-path Q1, a u2tz-path Q2 and a vzs2-path Q3. Then (Gl,wl) 
has a faithful circuit cover by the symmetry (sa,h), (s2,t2) applied to Case 3(b). 
Thus, if (G, w) has faithful circuit cover then either (Gl,Wl) or (Gz, w2) has faithful 
circuit cover contradicting the hypothesis that both (Gl,wj) and (G2,w2) are strong 
snarks. [] 
No strong snarks, which are not the weight 2 or 4 sum of one or two strong snarks, 
are known which are either the (6, 3)-sum or the (6, 4)-sum, respectively, of  two smaller 
strong snarks. Furthermore, unlike with snarks, we cannot reduce 4-circuits if the co- 
circuit of  the 4-circuit has weight 6. 
Theorem 18. Let (Gl,wl) and (G2, w2) be two stron9 snarks, each of which has a 
5-circuit C1 and C2, respectively, such that w( (G i -  G,G) )= 6. Let (G, w) be the 
(6,5)-sum of (Gl,Wl) and (G2,w2). Then (G, w) is' a stron9 snark. 
Proof. Let (G, w), (GI,Wl) and (G2, w2) be as for the definition of  (6,5)-sum. Let 
B = {el,e2,e3,e4,es} such that w(es) = 2, and w(ei) = 1, i = l . . . . .  4. Let el = R lV l ,  
e2 = u2v2, e3 = u3v3, e4 = u4v4 and e5 = usv5 and let B separate U1 from U2, where 
Ui corresponds to the subgraph Gi - Ci, for i = 1, 2. 
By way of contradiction suppose that both (Gl,Wl) and (G2, w2) are strong snarks, 
but that (G, w) has a faithful circuit cover ~.  Let cg be the set of  all circuits in 
which intersect B. Then IZI = 2 or 3. In both cases there exist three paths in both U1 
and U2 which are the segments of the circuits in ~. 
The following cases are given by the possible triples of paths in U1; we will 
list the circuits which cover either (Gl,wl) or (G2,w2) in each case. Define cgi := 
{CE~]CCUi}  for i=  1,2. 
Case 1: There exists a ulu2-path P1, a u3us-path P2, and a u4us-path P3. Then 
(Gl ,wl)  has a faithful circuit cover o~a := cgl @ {L1,L2,L3}, where L1, L2 and L3 are 
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as follows. 
L1 : UlPlU2X2XlUl, 
L2 : u3P2u5x5x4x3u3, 
L 3 : u4P3u5x5xlx2x3x4u4 . 
Case 2: There exists a ulu3-path P1, a ueus-path P2 and a u4us-path P3. There can 
exist the following triples of  paths in (Ge, we). 
(a) Q1 is a rive-path, Q2 is a v3vs-path and Q3 is a v4vs-path. Then there exist 
just two circuits which cover B in ~,  the paths PI and P2 are therefore disjoint and 
(G l ,w l )  has a faithful circuit cover ~1 = c£1 U {LI,Le}, where LI and L2 are as 
follows. 
L1 :UlPlU3X3X4X5u5P2u2x2XlUl, 
L2 :ttaP3u5X5XlX2X3X4U4. 
(b) Q1 is a vjv3-path, Q2 is a vevs-path and Q3 is a rays-path. Then (G2,we) has a 
faithful circuit cover J~2 = cg2 tJ {LI,L2,L3), where Ll, L2 and L3 are as follows. 
Ll : vlQlv3y3ylvl, 
L2 : v2Qevsysy3yly4Y2V2, 
L3 : vzQ3v5ysy2yav4. 
(c) Ql is a viva-path, Q2 is a v2vs-path and Q3 is a v3vs-path. There exist just two 
circuits which cover D in o ~,  the paths Ql and Q3 are disjoint, therefore (Gz,w2) has 
a faithful circuit cover Y2 = c£2 tJ {LI,L2}, where Ll and L2 are as follows. 
LI : vlyly3~'3Q3vsy5yzy4vaQiVl, 
L2 : vzyey4yl y3ysvsQzve. 
(d) Qi is a vlvs-path, Qe is vev3-path, and Q3 is a v4vs-path. Then (G, we) has 
a faithful circuit cover, ~2 :=~2U{L1,Le ,L3},  for which L1, Le and L3 are 
as follows. 
L1 = vlyly3ysvsQlVl, 
L2 = vzy2y4 yl y3V3Q2v2, 
L3 = v4 y4 y2 y5v5Q3v4. 
(e) Q1 is a vlvs-path, Qe is a Veva-path, Q3 is a v3vs-path. There is no circuit cover 
for (G, w) which results in this configuration of  paths. 
(f) Qi is a vlvs-path, Qe is a vevs-path, and Q3 is a v3va-path. Then there exist just 
two circuits in :~- which cover B and the paths Qj and Q3 are disjoint, therefore there 
exists a faithful circuit cover for (G2,we), Y2 = ~e t3 {L1,L2}, where Ll and Le are 
as follows. 
LI : vlQlvsysyey4vaQ3v3y3ylvl, 
Le : v2Q2vsysy3y~yay2v2. 
Case 3: There exist a UlU4-path Pl, a ueus-path Pe and a u3us-path P3. Then (G1, wl ) 
has a faithful circuit cover ~1 = ~l t3 {LI,L2,L3}, where Li, L2 and L3 are as follows. 
LI = bllPlU4X4X3X2XIUl, 
L2 ~ bl2P2bl5X5XlX2bt2, 
L3 = bl3P3bt5X5X4X3U3. 
Case 4: There exist a ulus-path P1, a u2u3-path P2, and a u4us-path P3. Then there 
can exist the following paths in (G2,w2). 
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(a) Then there exist just two circuits which cover B in ~,  the paths P1 and P2 are 
therefore disjoint and (Gl,wl)  has a faithful circuit cover o~l = Cgl U {L1,L2} where 
L1 and L2 are as follows: 
L1 : UlPlU5X5X4X3u3P2u2x2XlUl, 
L2 : u4e3u5x5xlx2x3x4u4.  
(b) Ql is a vlv3-path, Q2 is a v2vs-path and Q3 is a v4vs-path. There exist just two 
circuits which cover D in o~ and the paths P1 and P2 are disjoint. We proceed as in 
Case 4(a). 
(c) Q1 is a vlv4-path, Qe is a v2vs-path, and Q3 is a v3vs-path. There does not exist 
a faithful circuit cover for (G, w) which results in this configuration of paths. 
(d) Q1 is a vlvs-path, Q2 is a v2v3-path and Q3 is a v4vs-path. There exists precisely 
three circuits which cover B in ~.  Therefore (Ge, w2) has a faithful circuit cover, 
~1 = ~1 U {L1,L2,L3} where Ll, L2 and L3 are as follows. 
L1 : VlQlVsysy2ylvl, 
Lz : v2Q2v3y3y4yly2v2, 
L3 : v4Q3vsysy3y4v4. 
(e) Q1 is a vlvs-path, Q2 is a v2vs-path and Q3 is a V3va-path. There exist just two 
circuits which cover B in ~ and the paths P2 and P3 are disjoint. Therefore, (Gb Wl ) 
has a faithful circuit cover, o~2 = cg2 U {LI,L2}, where L1 and L2 are as follows. 
Ll = UlPlUsX5X4X3X2XlUl, 
L2 = u2P2u3x3x4uae3u5x5xlx2u2.  
(f) QI is a VlVs-path, Q2 is a v2vs-path, and Q3 is a v3v4-path. There exist just two 
circuits in ~ which cover B and the paths P2 and P3 are disjoint. We proceed as in 
Case 4(e). 
Case 5: There exist a UlUs-path P~, a u2ua-path P2 and a u3us-path P3. Then there 
can exist the following triples of paths in (G2, w2). 
(a) Ql is a VlV2-path, Q2 is a v3vs-path, and Q3 is a v4vs-path. There exist just 
two circuits in o~ which cover the edges of B and the paths Q1 and Q3 are disjoint. 
Therefore, (Gl,wl)  has a faithful circuit cover o~l = qqi U {L1,L2}, where Ll and L2 
are as follows. 
LI = Vl Q1 v2y2y4v4Q3vsy5y3yl 1)1, 
L2 = v3y3yly4y2y5vsQ2v3. 
(b) QI is a vlv3-path, Q2 is a v2vs-path and Q3 is a rays-path. Then there exists no 
faithful circuit cover for (G, w) which results in this configuration of paths. 
(c) Q1 is a Viva-path, Q2 is a v2vs-path and Q3 is a v3vs-path. Then there exist just 
two circuits which cover the edges of B in ~- and the paths Q1 and Q2 are disjoint. 
Therefore, (G2,w2) has a faithful circuit cover o~2 = cg2 U {LbL2}, where L1 and L2 
are as follows. 
LI = Vl Yl y3y5vsQ2v2y2yav4QlVl, 
L2 = v3y3yly4yzysvsQ3v3. 
(d) Q1 is a vlvs-path, Q2 is a v2v3-path and Q3 is a raYs-path. Then there exist just 
two circuits which cover the edges of B in o~ and the paths P2 and P3 are disjoint. 
Therefore (GI, wl ) has a faithful circuit cover ~ l  = oK1 U {L1,L2} where LI and L2 
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are as follows: 
L 1 = u I P1 bl5X5X4X3X2X 1U 1, 
L 2 = x lx5usP3u3x3x4u4P2u2x2x l  . 
(e) QI is a vlv5-path, Q2 is a v2v4-path and Q3 is a V3vs-path. Then there exists a 
faithful circuit cover of  (Gz,w2), o~2 : cg'2 tO {L I ,L2 ,L3} ,  where Li, L2 and L3 are as 
follows. 
Lt = v ly ly3ysvsQiv l ,  
L2 = l;2Y2Y4L~aQ21)2, 
L3 = v3y3y ly4yzysvsQ3v3.  
( f )  Q1 is a tqvs-path, Q2 is a v2vs-path and Q3 is a v3v4-path. There exist just two 
circuits which cover B in J~ and the paths P2 and P3 are disjoint. We proceed as in 
Case 5(d). 
Case  6: There exists a UlUs-path P1, a Uzu5-path P2 and a u3ua-path P2. Then there 
exists a faithful circuit cover (G l ,w l ) ,  ,~-i = c#1 tO {L1, L2, L3}, where Ll, L2 and L3 
are as follows. 
L I = u 1 P1 H5X5X4X3X2Xl Lll, 
L 2 : tA2P2LI5X5XIX2bt2, 
L3 -- I13P3H4X4X3b13" 
In each case there exists a faithful circuit cover for either (G l ,w l )  or (G2,w2), 
contradicting the fact that both (G1, Wl ) and (G2, w2)  are strong snarks. Thus, we must 
conclude that (G, w) is a strong snark. [] 
The only cyclically 5-edge connected strong snark that is known to exist is the 
Petersen graph. If we try to use the (6,5)-sum on two Petersen graphs the resulting 
graph is just the Petersen graph again. Thus, the (6, 5)-sum cannot be used at present 
to construct new cyclically 5-edge connected strong snarks from the Petersen graph. 
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